Morphologically, functions of Chinese reduplication may place categorically within the derivational domain of lexemes. In fact, whereas derivation typically forms new lexemes and can be category changing, reduplication often conveys values typically found in the inflectional domain. By using the test of categorical word and test of lexical decomposition, this research achieves shed new light on the reduplicative processes. As a result, in the nominal domain, reduplication gives as a result plural noun. In the derivational domain, nominal lexeme in reduplication has a flexible distribution of lexical items. In this case, the types of reduplication of noun in Mandarin show the process of AA, AAB, and AABB patterns.
A. Introduction
Mandarin is spoken around Beijing and forms the basis of the country's national language. 1 Reduplication is one of the most productive word formation phenomena in Mandarin, as we will see throughout this research. Reduplication in Mandarin is a creative phenomenon, virtually affecting all major lexical categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives 孜 zī is not a meaningful morpheme. 8 A repetitive clause is a phrase or clause repeated in a sentence, for example "没有, 没有。"méi yǒu méi yǒu means "no, no".
The repeated element is a clause. Going back to research topic, categorical bases have been changed by reduplicative process in cases (a)--(c).
Reduplicative process noun + AABB pattern is a derivational process.
'Plural' on AABB Pattern
As shown in (6) 3) 前后 qián hòu "front and back" > 前前 后后 qián qián hòu hòu "from front to back."
c. Basic word that is not "the direction" or "the quantification" also potential to be undergone AA pattern and AABB pattern, and the meaning is "plural". For example:
1) 杠 gàng "underline" > 杠杠 gànggàng "underlines."
2) 坑洼 kēng wā 'hole' > 坑坑洼洼 kēng kēng wā wā 'holes.' d. One of the functions of reduplication pattern of AAB for basic word of a noun is to "formalize it", for example 翘板 qiào bǎn "seesaw" (Shuzhou dialect) becomes 跷跷板 qiào qiào bǎn "seesaw". In this case, 跷跷板 qiào qiào bǎn is more formal than just 翘板 qiào bǎn although it has the same meaning. 
D. Conclusion
This research has given the extreme variety of forms, meanings and functions.
base nouns meanings and types of reduplicative noun in Mandarin This research would have explained the reduplicative process of forming AA pattern, AAB pattern, and AABB pattern.
